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Conquer Fragmentation and Access Trading Protocols Electronically

The automation and electronification of the global institutional credit and corporate bond 
markets continues to evolve with lighting speed. Less than a decade ago, trading was done 
almost exclusively over the phone or via fax. Liquidity was fragmented, the marketplace lacked 
transparency and trading was inefficient and error prone. Furthermore, clients are increasing 
their consumption of analytics and automation solutions, seeking for a fully automated front-
office customized trading solution.

Revolutionizing the Secondary Credit Markets

There is an ever-increasing demand from both buy side and sell side for seamless single-
source EMS access to global fixed income liquidity and emerging trading protocols. This 
makes electronic trading an essential strategic technology component to achieving greater 
efficiencies in trade execution management in the secondary credit market and in the pursuit 
of Alpha performance strategies for asset managers, professional traders, and institutional 
investors. 

FlexTrade is keenly aware of this demand. For 25 years, we have been a pioneering force 
in revolutionizing the way the world trades by providing industry-leading solutions that 
seamlessly access and efficiently source global credit and corporate bond liquidity.  

Why FlexTRADER Fixed Income?

FlexTRADER Fixed Income (FlexFI) provides an open and flexible fixed income EMS that 
allows clients to do what they do best—TRADE—and navigate a highly regulated landscape in a 
compliant, consistent, and cost-effective manner.

Buy-Side Trading Solutions

FlexTRADER EMS 
Fixed Income
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Deep Integration Provides Streamlined Order and Instrument Workflows and Customization

Streamline Order Workflows: Trade credit instruments directly with 
buy-side all-to-all counterparties on multiple platforms, without leaving 
the FlexFI EMS platform. FlexFI eliminates time consuming order staging 
workflow requirements enabling clients to open a FlexTrade trading ticket 
within the FlexFI EMS, and trade directly and aggregate liquidity more 
efficiently across multiple all-to-all trading platforms.

Instrument Workflows: We cover a breadth of instruments and 
corresponding work flows under fixed income and OTC, allowing for entire 
trading operations to move onto the FlexFI EMS platform

Customizable Data Widgets: A customizable “grid view” allows traders to 
normalize Level 2 quote information, historical dealer activity, and Trace/
Trax prints.
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Current venues

• Tradeweb

• MarketAxess

• Bloomberg

• Liquidnet FI

• SGX BondPro

• UBS BondPort

• Fenics USTreasuries

Protocol support

• RFQ -Single Security

• RFQ - Portfolio

• CLOBs

• Crossing – Dark Pools

• Direct Streams

Buy-Side Trading Solutions

FlexTRADER EMS
Fixed Income

Other Key Features Benefits

Pricing Aggregation
Enhance your trading workflows by aggregating price feeds, feed 
views, and all single normalized API and axes on one screen.

Direct Venue Connectivity 
and Aggregation 

Leverage direct connectivity to all liquidity providers (primary and 
regional dealers, hedge funds, investment managers) along with 
integration into CLOB’s and other emerging sources of liquidity.

Inbound Firm Liquidity
Fulfill the immediacy to trade with efficiencies gained in cost to trade 
through actionable Click-to-Trade (CTT) pricing from inbound banks, 
aggregators, dealers, and LPs. 

Trading Protocol 
Aggregation

Seamless access all newly emerging protocols including All-to-All 
(Open Trading), streaming, automation, price making and request-for-
quote (RFQ), from one source.

Voice Trading Automation
Reduce clicks with automated Bloomberg VCON matching (and 
operational risk).

Direct Bank Feeds
Receive dedicated price feeds directly from banks and avoid “screen 
hopping” and reduce UI friction between different platforms.

Flow Automation
Automate low-touch flow to focus on those trades that require 
additional monitoring and expertise. 

FlexFI Trade Your Best

FlexTrade Systems’ FlexTRADER EMS Fixed Income Solution: FlexFI, offers a complete 
single source EMS front-end service with the “direct to market” connectivity and execution 
management applications that buy-side trading professionals need to effectively manage 
their business and achieve the performance they need to be competitive in today’s 
marketplace.

When coupled with our strong global service orientation and high-touch personnel who are 
with you throughout—from implementation to “go-live” and beyond—we make sure you can 
achieve your best trading results, and hereby trade your best.

Contact Us to Learn More


